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ENG: READING: Read the paragraph and identify the musical instruments: 

 

PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS 

 

People and cultures all around the world have been making music using all kinds of musical 

instruments. Percussion instruments are played by some kind of hitting, striking or rattling. 

 

Drums are one kind of percussion instrument. Drum players in many cultures beat on drums with just 

their hands. A conga drum is one kind of drum played with the hands. Other kinds of drums are 

played using some kind of drumstick. The giant tympani drums that sit on a stand add a rumbling 

sound to an orchestra. Some drum sets come with cymbals. Cymbals are two metal disks that clang 

together. The triangle adds a tiny sound. The triangle is a metal instrument that is struck with a little 

hammer called a beater. Some percussion instruments like maracas or a tambourine are rattled and 

make sound when they are shaken. 

 

A piano is a percussion instrument because players strike the keys with their fingers. The keys cause 

hammers inside the piano to strike the metal strings inside that make the sounds. 

 

Cymbals Drum set Gong Maracas Piano Tambourine Triangle Tympani 

 

 
 

[Time: 10 min                            MI: Verbal                         RBT: Understanding] 



  

EVS: READING:Read the chapter “The Animal World” and revise the following topics and find out 

the answers of the given questions: 

a. Wild Animals 

b. Domestic animals 

c. Farm and Pet Animals 

d. Usefulness of animals to mankind 

Find out the answers of the following questions: 

1. Name two Zoo animals and two farm animals. 

2. What do we call the animals that live in forest? 

3. Name the animals use to pull the cart. 

4. Write few things we get from animals. 

5. What does a pet need a lot? 

 Individual Activity 
    [Time: 20 Minutes       MI: Verbal   RBT: Application] 

 

MATHS: READING: Read the chapter “My Funday” and Revise the following concepts. 

Days of the Week 

Months of the Year 

Seasons 

  [Time: 15 Minutes       MI: Verbal   RBT: Understanding] 

 


